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ESD Propagation Dynamics
on a Radially Symmetric Coupon
Jason A Young and Mark W Crofton

acceleration [3,4] and instantaneous neutralization occurring
over broad radial spans [5-10].

Abstract— An increasing body of research has been dedicated
to determining the magnitude and scaling of spurious
electrostatic discharge current transients on solar arrays and
other spacecraft dielectrics under inverted gradient charging
conditions. A flashover propagation velocity is typically
determined, and assumed to be a single, constant number that
characterizes the collection of events. The complexity of flightlike test articles and diversity of methods used for deriving this
velocity from laboratory data have led to apparently conflicting
results. In this paper, we attempt to clarify the radial dynamics
of ESD plasmas on a positively charged surface via the use of a
simple test article, composed of eight concentric annular
electrodes covered with Kapton. Time-resolved induced ESD
currents, recorded as a function of electrode radial distance from
the inception point, were used to derive empirical “velocity”
distributions. These distributions lead to a number of effects,
such as ~1/r2 scaling with distance at the beginning of a
discharge. Implications for ESD propagation and comparison to
previous studies are discussed.
Keywords—ESD,
propagation, Kapton
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I.

vacuum

discharge,

The complexity of the test articles used in ground-based
experiments tends to confound deeper investigations into the
fundamental characteristics of ESD flashover [5]. Nearly all
recent studies of ESD propagation have relied on flight-like
solar array coupons (e.g. [2-4,6,11-16]). While this can provide
empirical parameters useful for a narrow ESD risk analysis
study, it is difficult to generalize these parameters to determine
more intrinsic dynamical properties of ESD. In particular, arcs
can occur at random, uncontrolled locations on a solar array
coupon; the arc cathode material can vary; the insulator surface
is not uniform; and the rectangular solar cell strings are not
optimal for measuring induced currents from a radiallysymmetric neutralization process.
One way to reduce the complexity of the test article and
extract radially-resolved ESD characteristics is by use of a
radially-symmetric electrodes [2,5,7,8,17,20]. In this study, a
custom radially-symmetric test article was used, identical to
that used in [5]. This coupon was designed to address some of
the shortcomings discussed above. Specifically, it had only one
arc initiation point at the center, the cathode consisted of a
single material (aluminum), the insulator surface was Kapton
tape alone, and the electrodes beneath the tape were split annuli
centered on the arc point. By measuring induced current
transients on these electrodes, the temporal and radial
dependence of the flashover neutralization current could be
explicitly determined. This has allowed direct comparison to
ESD flashover propagation theories.

plasma

INTRODUCTION

Considerable research in the spacecraft charging
community has been devoted to understanding how rapidly and
by what mechanism an electrostatic discharge neutralizes
positive surface charge over insulators in vacuum (e.g., [1-18]).
Of particular interest is how this type of discharge progresses
on large-scale insulator-covered hardware such as solar arrays
and multi-layer insulation, which are susceptible to such
surface charging in space. This pursuit is motivated by a desire
to accurately predict the magnitude, shape and duration of
potentially damaging induced current and voltage transients.

The present study builds on the results of a previous
propagation study on this “ring coupon” [5], where it was
found that the common ways of calculating propagation
velocity would produce a wide range of results because they
each described a different aspect of an extended neutralization
process at each radius. It was found that the slope of electrode
radial distance versus the 50% of peak integrated current time
was one of the more repeatable and consistent velocity
parameters.

One common way to parameterize ESD surface
neutralization is by a flashover velocity. The traditional ESD
flashover model, usually called the brushfire or perimeter
model, assumes that 100% surface neutralization occurs within
a narrow plasma ring that expands outward from a single
initiation point at a particular velocity [1,2,19]. With this
velocity known, induced currents can easily be predicted by the
instantaneous arc length of this expanding neutralization ring
and the surface charge density over a given insulator-covered
conductor. This velocity is historically presumed to be constant
and single-valued for a given discharge [1-18]. Recent studies
have challenged this paradigm, for instance finding apparent

In this paper, propagation characteristics are considered
further and additional trends and properties of the ESD
flashover are also discerned. It will be shown that initial
neutralization current density J follows a predictable 1/r2
scaling at the beginning of a discharge and r2 scaling at the end
of the discharge. An analytic velocity distribution function will
be derived fitting to radially-resolved neutralization current
density distribution data as well as surface charge density data.
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This empirical function can explain deviations from the
brushfire model found in past studies. The relationship between
neutralization current density and surface luminescence
observed in previous studies [3,4] will also be discussed.
Measurements with an array of Langmuir probes were used
to quantify the flux of charged particles emitted during the
discharge. The observed flux for positive bias was found to
have a strong power-law scaling with distance from the arc
site, suggesting a novel method for determining arc location.
ESD propagation was also measured at much lower base
pressure to determine if any of the previously observed
properties had any pressure dependence.

II.

EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup for inverted gradient (i.e. positive
surface charging) was described thoroughly in the previous
study [5]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the test article consisted of
eight concentric pairs of aluminum electrodes, separated by
1mm gaps and attached to a G10 substrate. The central semicircular electrodes each had a diameter of 5.08cm and the
remaining half-annular electrodes each had a radial span of
5.08cm. The electrodes and any exposed G10 were covered in
two staggered layers of 2.54 cm wide, 100um thick Kapton
tape with 50um adhesive. This provided an approximate
surface capacitance of 0.015nF/cm2. A 1 cm long portion of the
gap between the central electrode pair was left exposed. Thus,
the sides of these electrodes were partially exposed to the
electron beam, similar to a solar cell, with the Kapton on top
acting like a coverglass. This triple junction was the primary
location for arc inception.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the ring coupon.

The test article was placed inside a 2.6 diameter, 4m long
vacuum chamber, and isolated from the chamber floor by 15cm
Delrin posts. All but the outer two electrode pairs were
electrically coupled together on the underside of the test article,
reducing the number of independent conductors to ten. These
conductors were then attached via high voltage silicone wire to
a 10-pin vacuum feedthrough. For later tests, a 2×4 array of
1.27cm diameter spherical Langmuir probes were suspended
21.5cm above the coupon (with 60cm spacing between the two
rows of four and 45cm spacing within the rows). These probes
were biased independently to +18V and shunted to ground via
a 1kOhm resistor in order to measure instantaneous electron
current.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the experimental setup.

conductors was monitored by Tektronix current probe (DC100MHz). All current and voltage probes as well as the eight
Langmuir probes were connected to a collection of five
simultaneously triggered Tektronix digital oscilloscopes and
subsequently recorded to a computer. The trigger was
generated by a Pearson coil current probe monitoring either
total current into the capacitor or current from the innermost
conductor (for 0nF external capacitance). The 0.1V/A signal
from Pearson coil was fed into a custom bipolar detection
circuit that generated a trigger TTL when the voltage exceeded
50mV (0.5A).

As shown in Figure 2, once outside the chamber the ten
leads were coupled together into the external bias circuit.
Consistent with common practice (e.g. [21]), the circuit
supplied a -4.5kV bias to the electrodes with respect to ground
via a 5MOhm isolation resistor and provided a structure
capacitance of up to 1nF to ground. The article was uniformly
irradiated with 1nA/cm2 ~5keV electrons from a Kimball
Physics EFG-10 magnetically rastered flood gun. With the
chosen test article bias, this produced a relative surface
potential of around 1kV, as verified by a two-axis scanning
Trek electrostatic probe.

A Vision Research Miro4 high speed camera, triggered by
the same signal as the oscilloscopes, was used to verify the
location of all arcs on the test article. Aside from a few offcenter arcs that occurred during the initial conditioning of the
test article, all arcs were observed to occur exclusively on the
center electrode, as expected. The sensitivity of this camera
was not sufficient to capture the flashover luminescence.

Instantaneous voltage across the capacitor was monitored
with a LeCroy 20kV high-bandwidth probe and current by
another Tektronix current probe. Current from each of the ten
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Most of the analysis described in this paper was performed
on ESD telemetry captured at an ambient pressure of 1x10-5
torr. Later measurements that employed the Langmuir probe
array were done with an ambient pressure around 3x10-8 torr.
This improvement was due to replacement of the 2kL/s
turbopump with a 90kL/s re-entrant cryopump. As will be
explained later, at this point, the test article was sufficiently
worn that it required 5-10 times the irradiation current density
to induce two more flashover arcs, after which it stopped
arcing altogether.
III.
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A number of trends can be gleaned from radially and
temporally resolved current probe data on the ring coupon. An
example discharge for the case of 1nF external capacitance is
shown in Figure 3. The largest positive current is from the
discharge initiation electrode, designated R1. This electrode
acts as a cathode, emitting an excess of electrons that either
make it to the chamber wall or help neutralize the positive
charge that has accumulated on the Kapton surface of the
coupon. Current going to the chamber wall, called “blowoff,”
acts to release the stored charge on the external structure
capacitor. This current is thus measured by the total current
into the capacitor, Itot. As charge is removed or neutralized
from the Kapton surface, an equal and opposite induced charge
flows away from the annular conductor beneath. Hence,
negative current flows away from each of the electrodes,
designated R2-R8, peaking sequentially with radius.
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Fig. 3. Example of discharge currents measured on ring coupon for a single
event with 1nF external capacitance.
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As noted in [5], the neutralization current on electrodes R2R8 does not flow exclusively on one electrode at a time. The
onset of current is nearly instantaneous at all radii, as is the
cessation of current. The waveforms for some discharges in [5]
were highly structured, with multiple peaks and shapes rather
than a single peak and shape. These characteristics contradict
common assumptions about discharge progression, especially
the brushfire theory. As a result, the calculated progression
velocity depends strongly on which time marker of the
extended neutralization waveform is plotted against distance.
In [5], a number of markers were considered, including peak
current time (which was highly variable due to the structured
waveforms) and time to reach various fractions of peak
integrated current on each ring. The latter benchmark produced
an effective velocity that decreased rapidly with the fraction of
surface charge cleared (as 1/v2 to be specific). This strongly
suggests that an effective distribution of velocities is needed to
describe the movement of neutralization current density from
small radius to large radius. As will be discussed below, an
alternative analysis of the raw data from [5] can reveal the
nature of this distribution.
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A. Discharge onset behavior
Figure 4a shows the smoothed neutralization current
density J(r,t) (i.e. current normalized by annular surface area)
for the same discharge event as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4b
shows the average neutralization current density for 21 events
captured at 1nF. Note how the peak current density decreases
rapidly with radius while the full width half maximum of the
current density grows rapidly with radius.
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Fig. 4. Current density measured on ring coupon for a single event (top) and
average of 21 events (bottom) with 1nF external capacitance.
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structured individual discharges, the converged J×r2 waveform
may contain multiple peaks and dips.
As seen in Figure 5, the behavior of the outermost
electrode, R8, does not perfectly match the behavior of R2-R7.
It tends to diverge upward toward higher currents instead of
downward. This suggests some sort of boundary condition
effect. Unique behavior of the outermost rings was also noted
in [5], where it was found that R8 seemed to reach 50% of its
peak integrated current before R7, in a break from linearity
with radius. This may be partially due to stored negative charge
just beyond in the outermost ring. As noted in [5], the Kaptoncovered square corners of the ring coupon do not have a
conductive substrate so should be somewhat negatively
charged by the 5keV electron beam. The leading edge of the
neutralization front, upon reaching the outermost electrode,
may induce a plasma bridge between this region and the
outermost electrode surface. This bridge can then provide
additional neutralization flux beyond that of the primary
discharge.
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The 1/r2 scaling of current density with distance is
tantalizingly similar to the three-dimensional geometric scaling
of isotropically-emitted flux with distance. The plasma bubble
model suggests that high energy electrons ejected at random
trajectories from an expanding spherical plasma front can preneutralize distant surfaces early in the discharge [8-10].
However, it is not immediately obvious that this will produce a
1/r2 scaling on a two-dimensional plane.

0.4
0.3

The electric field felt by ejected particles in the presence of
large plane with a uniform positive surface charge is
functionally similar to the gravitational field felt by a projectile
ejected near a planetary surface. If electrons of a given velocity
are ejected at random angles relative to horizontal in one
horizontal direction, the landing points should be
approximately evenly distributed for most distances within the
maximum range. Hence, if all horizontal directions are
included, the scaling should be 1/r not 1/r2. In principle, a
particular non-uniform angular distribution of flux (~1/θ) or of
velocity (~1/v) might provide the additional 1/r factor.
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Fig. 5. Radially enhanced current density, J×r2, measured on ring coupon for
a single event (top) and average of 21 events (bottom) with 1nF external
capacitance.

Since the onset of current is nearly instantaneous at all
radii, one can determine an initial radial scaling of the
neutralization density with distance. It seems to approximately
follow a power law with a scaling of 1/r2 (to the closest integer
power). This can be seen by over-plotting J×r2 for each radius,
which should eliminate this radial scaling. This is done in
Figure 5 for an example event as well as the average of 21
events at 1nF. Consistent with this power law, the J×r2
waveforms are asymptotically converged as time approaches
zero. As time increases from zero, each waveform sequentially
diverges from this common envelope with increasing radius,
beginning a slow decay to zero. In the averaged J×r2 plot, this
transition occurs at about the peak. However, in highly

B. Discharge End Behavior
Similar to the discharge onset, there is also particular
discharge behavior at its conclusion. As noted earlier,
neutralization current stops flowing on all ring electrodes
nearly instantaneously. Taking a similar approach to the
previous section, one can look at the scaling of current density
with distance near the end of the discharge. In this case, the
scaling goes approximately as r2. This can be seen by overplotting J/r2 for each of the annular electrodes. Figure 6 shows
J×r2 for the same example event and the average of events at
1nF. Since the signal tends to be small and spans a large
dynamic range, a semi-log plot is used.
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Figure 6 is actually somewhat similar to Figure 5, but in
mirror-image. Consistent with the r2 scaling, the J/r2 waveform
traces for each electrode asymptotically converge near the end
of the discharge. R2 converges first, followed in ascending
order by R3 through R8. Due to the noise floor, the innermost
ring traces tend to get noisy and flat before all the waveforms
have converged. This noisiness is mostly removed in the
averaged signals. An overall exponential decay with time in the
converged signal envelope is observed. This converged decay
is less uniform for individual discharges and contains some
peaks and troughs, similar to those observed in Figure 5. Also,
the final rapid cessation of discharge current, represented by a
sharp change in J/r2 slope on a semi-log plot, sometimes occurs
before the outmost electrode waveforms are fully converged.
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The r2 scaling at the end of the discharge is also suggestive
of a geometric factor. For low speeds, the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution has a v2 scaling, due to the surface area of velocity
phase space in three dimensions. If the neutralization flux
distribution is considered to be a direct manifestation of an
outward-propagating velocity distribution at a particular time,
the end of the discharge could correspond to the low-velocity
end of this distribution.

-24

C. Velocity distribution of the neutralization current density
The scaling described in the previous two sections can be
tied together if one assumes that the neutralization current
radial distribution expands linearly from the origin with time.
Thus, at early times, the high end tail of the distribution is
observed, which has an approximate 1/r2 scaling, while at later
times, the low end of the distribution is observed, which as an
approximate r2 scaling. In this paradigm, the current density
data from the ring electrodes is interpreted in a manner similar
to a time-of-flight experiment. The result of this analysis is a
velocity distribution for the neutralization front.
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Figure 7 shows the result of this type of analysis for
averaged 1nF data. It plots the unity-normalized radial J
distributions versus velocity (radius divided by time) for 325
time slices between 7μs and 39.5μs. For convenience, the
signals associated with each radial electrode are grouped
together and distinguished by color. Since the oscilloscope
time base was shifted slightly from the true onset time of the
discharge, an empirical offset had to be applied to provide the
correct velocity. Data from R8 was omitted due to possible
boundary effects discussed above.
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Fig. 6. Radially attenuated current density, J/r2, measured on ring coupon for
a single event (top) and average of 21 events (bottom) with 1nF external
capacitance.
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The derived velocity distribution shown in Figure 7 is
remarkably consistent over a broad range of times. However,
there are still some irregularities that might be artifacts of the
radial resolution and span of the test article. The ring electrodes
have a small but nonzero radial span. As a result, the unity
normalized peak of the radial distribution can remain at one
radius value for a range of times, resulting in the observed flat
tops. To correct this, the normalization should really be greater
than unity if the peak falls between two radial points or outside
the range of the measurement (especially at the beginning and
end of the discharge).
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The most obvious fit for a velocity distribution is a
Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution. A distribution with a
RMS velocity of 15.3km/s (vmax=12.5km/s) is shown in Figure
7. Not surprisingly, the fit works reasonably at low velocities,

Fig. 7. Velocity distribution of average, radially-resolved neutralization
current density at 1nF, where the magnitudes are normalized to the peak of the
radial distribution at each time.
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where the v2 behavior dominates, but it falls off too rapidly to
the right of the experimental peak. An empirical fit based on
the scaling trends observed above can also be derived. This is
given by the expression below, which has v2 scaling at low
speeds and 1/v2 scaling at high speeds:

D. Velocity distribution of the surface charge density
The propagation analysis technique of the first section can
also be applied to relative surface charge density ∆σ (i.e., the
integrated neutralization current density). In this case, the
signal magnitudes are not normalized since the maximum
value is assumed to be equal to the absolute initial surface
charge density, which is fully removed at zero radius for all
times during the discharge. The resulting velocity distribution
for 1nF is shown in Figure 8. The shape is reasonably
consistent across all radii at high velocity. The outermost
radius diverges from the trend, presumably due to some
boundary effect. The sequential plateaus at the low end of the
distribution occur due to the rapid reduction in current at the
end of the discharge.

(1)
This fit, also shown in Figure 7 with v0=12km/s, matches
the data remarkably well. However, it is an unusual velocity
distribution for a plasma. In plasmas, the closest physical
analogue is the κ distribution, first described by Vasyliunas,
which applies to a class of plasmas with suprathermal tails
[22]. The expression for this distribution is given below:

The relative surface charge density is essentially the charge
removed per unit area. Assuming a fixed capacitance per unit
area, this can be construed to indicate linear propagation of a
relative electrostatic potential distribution across the surface
(offset negatively from the absolute potential determined by
the initial surface charge density). This also indicates that final
amount of charge per unit area removed from the ring
electrodes more or less decreases with distance and is less than
the initial charge density. In other words, 100% charge removal
does not occur. From this perspective, it seems that full surface
charge removal only occurs asymptotically.

(2)
A κ distribution fit with κ=3 and ve=12km/s is also shown
in Figure 7. Note that in the limit of κ→∞, the κ distribution
becomes a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The agreement of
this fit to the data seems to be more or less comparable to the
empirical fit.
It is natural at this point to ask what mechanism is behind
this propagating neutralization front. According to the plasma
bubble model, rapid neutralization is achieved within the
interior of plasma sphere expanding from the cathode at the
Bohm velocity √(kBTe/mi), where Te is the electron temperature
and mi is the mass of the ions formed at the cathode [8-10]. For
an Aluminum cathode, using the observed peak velocity, this
would indicate Te~40eV (which is considerably larger than the
temperatures estimated in [8-10]). For a Carbon charge carrier
(from Kapton), Te~18eV, and for Hydrogen, one gets a
somewhat more plausible Te~1.5eV. For calculation purposes,
the boundary of this sphere is considered to be fairly sharp and
100% neutralization is expected to occur within short distance
of this boundary [8-10]. This assumption does not seem
compatible with the present results.

This distribution is reasonably fit by the expression shown
below, which is similar to an integrated κ distribution:
(3)
As shown in Figure 8, a reasonable fit is provided with κ=2,
v0=10km/s, and σ0=30×10-9 nC/cm2 (presumably corresponding
to the initial absolute stored surface charge). Because the fit is
performed on an integrated signal, it is less sensitive to trends
in the final tail of the neutralization current waveform (i.e. at
low velocity). Hence, agreement with the neutralization current
velocity distribution derived in the previous section diverges to
the left of the peak J(v) velocity. Nonetheless, differentiating

In the paradigm of an expanding plasma, the velocity
distribution shown in Figure 7 is actually a convolution of the
instantaneous radial density distribution of the expanding
plasma and the conductivity with the surface as a function of
plasma density and relative surface potential. The surface
potential itself depends on the initial surface charge minus the
integrated neutralization current density. In order to have an
extended neutralization process within the plasma front, the
rate of surface charge removal within the plasma must be small
compared to the available surface charge.
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The mechanism producing the velocity distribution depends
on how the plasma is produced. If a majority of the plasma
were produced by a single “puff” from the cathode at the
beginning of the discharge, the velocity distribution would be
simply the result of the expanding radial density distribution
(i.e. like a true time-of-flight). If, however, plasma were
produced in a continuous stream, the high end of the velocity
distribution would be determined by plasma density
distribution at the leading edge. The low end of the velocity
distribution would be partially determined by the variation in
surface conductivity caused by the variation in surface
potential in the interior of the plasma.
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Fig. 8. Velocity distribution of average, radially-resolved neutralized charge
density at 1nF, where the magnitudes are normalized to the peak of the radial
distribution at each time.
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the empirical ∆σ(r,t) with respect to time gives an analytical
expression for J(r,t) with a similar κ distribution as was
observed in the previous section.

is commonly assumed, <r> would be completely linear.
F. Comparison to Imaging studies
Some parallels between the observed radial neutralization
current distributions and the radial luminescent emission
distributions seen in imaging studies of inverted gradient ESD
[3,4]. In each study, a faint luminous ring was observed that
increased in radius as the time delay between arc inception and
triggered image capture was increased. This luminous ring had
a peaked radial distribution spanning considerable range,
similar to Figure 7. Furthermore, as seen in [3], the intensity
distribution appeared to broaden as time increased, similar to
expected behavior of the neutralization velocity distribution. In
fact, although it is not explicitly mentioned in the paper, the tail
of the radial intensity distribution 1μs into the discharge,
shown in Figure 8a of [3], appears to be well fit by 1/r2. This
all seems to indicate a strong correlation between neutralization
current density and luminescence, at least at high radius.

In [5], it was shown that a reasonably consistent velocity of
15.7±1.9 km/s can be derived from plotting radius versus the
time when 50% of the peak ∆σ(r,t) occurs. If one looks at the
FWHM of each ∆σ(r,t) waveform in Figure 8, one arrives at
similar but slightly smaller velocities that gradually increase
with radius, particularly for the outer rings. Overall, this seems
to validate the fractional charge method as a good way to
determine the width of the velocity distribution, although it
suggests that it would be more accurate to normalize to total
stored charge density (if known) rather than peak ∆σ(r,t).
E. First radial Moment
The velocity distribution function derived in the previous
section indicates a constant velocity motion of the
neutralization current density peak with time assuming an
infinite plane. However, because the test article is finite, this
radial distribution is increasingly truncated at the high end as
time progresses. One way to parameterize this effect is to look
at first radial moment <r(t)> (i.e. the expectation value of the
radius weighted by the radial distribution function f(r,t)):

Both imaging studies found a mild deceleration in the
expansion of the ESD-induced luminescent ring [3,4]. For
instance, in the Okamura study, they found that the distance
between the arc point and the point with 40% of the intensity
of the arc point had a logarithmic dependence with time delay
[4]. This is similar to the logarithmic trend in <r>, illustrated in
Figure 9. However, it is not immediately clear why these two
benchmarks of propagation distance should be equivalent.

(4)
Figure 9 shows the time dependence of <r> using both f(r,t)
derived from averaged experimental 1nF data as well as f(r,t)
derived from numerically integrating the κ distribution function
described in Equation 2. Experimental data becomes noisy and
unreliable at the beginning and end of the discharge due to
poor signal-to-noise but otherwise matches the fit. As shown in
Figure 9, the present <r> data is well fit by a logarithm:

The geometry of the solar array coupon in [4] is quite
different from the ring coupon. Most of the data collected in
[4] was for distances greater than 0.7m, which is twice the
radial span of the ring coupon of this study. The radial
distributions were measured along its longest dimension, which
was 2m. Hence, it is possible that they observed a true
deceleration that cannot be detected on the scale of the ring
coupon. Also, radial symmetry is broken when the
neutralization peak passes the nearest edge of the rectangular
coupon, which should be less than 0.6m away. This changes
the flashover current flowing into the arc inception point,
which may in turn augment the subsequent propagation
characteristics (as well as the luminous intensity of the
inception point). Data from the Round Robin ring coupon [2],
which has Kapton-covered concentric electrodes in a
rectangular form factor, may shed light on the effect of this
boundary condition. It is also worth noting that the solar panel
used in [4] took up a large fraction of their test chambers,
which may have introduced somewhat stronger boundary
effects due to the chamber walls.

(5)
As time progresses, <r> decelerates as it asymptotically
approaches the maximum radius of the coupon. This is a
consequence of the aforementioned truncation in the radial
distribution. If the distribution were simply a delta function, as
35
experiment
log fit
kappa distribution fit

30
25

<r> (cm)

20

G. Pressure dependence
As mentioned earlier, most of the data analyzed in this
paper was collected at 1×10-5 torr. Hence, there was a lingering
concern that the propagation of the discharge could be affected
somewhat by background pressure. To alleviate that concern,
additional measurements were performed at 5×10-8 torr with
1nF external capacitance on the same coupon. At this point, the
coupon had experienced significant conditioning of the arc
inception region from thousands of arcs, mostly occurring
during a laser initiation study [18] which followed the initial
study [5]. As a result, the test article was highly resistant to
arcing. In spite of this, after irradiation with an order of
magnitude higher electron current density for several hours,

15
10
5
0
-5
-5

0

5

10

15

time (s)

20

25

30

Fig. 9. First radial moment <r> versus time at 1nF for experimental data,
logarithmic fit, and empirical fit based on numerical integration of Eqn. 4.
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not be expected to follow the same dynamics. Hence, the
limited discharge data at low pressure (i.e. the one viable
event) appears to be consistent with the propagation
characteristics derived in the previous section.

two viable arcs were produced. The first arc is shown in Figure
10.
Although the inception point for both arcs was clearly on
R1, the current distribution was more asymmetric than had
been previously observed. This could be seen by comparing the
current traces from the left and right halves on the R7 and R8
split electrodes (which are using summed together in the postanalysis). Rather than being roughly commensurate, one side
tended to dominate over the other by a factor of two or three.

3

x 10

-3

R2 (5.08 cm)
R3 (10.16 cm)
R4 (15.24 cm)
R5 (20.32 cm)
R6 (25.40 cm)
R7 (30.48 cm)
R8 (35.56 cm)

2.5

The sum of all outgoing currents from the electrodes should
equal the total current into the capacitor (i.e. the blowoff
current). This conservation of current is respected for all the
previously recorded discharges at 1×10-5 torr and the first of
the two discharges at 5×10-8 torr. It is violated for the second of
the two discharges measured at 5×10-8 torr. This suggests a
plasma short may have developed to a surface exterior to the
coupon. There was an unusually large current on R8- (one side
of the outermost split ring) for this discharge, which is
consistent with a secondary discharge occurring at the
periphery. In this case, the secondary cathode could either be a
grounded piece of metal (e.g. the Langmuir probe array
discussed in the next section) or the negatively charged corners
of the coupon (which should be particularly charged with the
enhanced electron gun settings).

J(A/cm2)

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-10

0

10

20

Time (s)

30

1

One can perform the same analysis on the low pressure
discharge as was performed in the previous sections. Figure 11
shows the smoothed current density J, J×r2, and J/r2 for the
first discharge at 5×10-8 torr. The current density signal shows
three distinct peaks. As expected, the J×r2 signals converge
near the beginning of the discharge. In fact, several of the
traces remain converged until partway up the second peak of
the overall waveform. Similarly, the J/r2 signal exhibits an
exponential decay and converges at the tail end of the
discharge, with traces for the inner rings partially obscured by
the noise floor. Perhaps not surprisingly, the second discharge
at low pressure, which was also unusually short in duration, did
not conform well to the expected trends. However, because
there is evidence of an additional arc in the periphery, it should
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Fig. 11. Current density J (top), J×r2 (middle), and J/r2 (bottom) for a single
event with 1nF external capacitance and a background pressure of 5×10 -8 torr.

Fig. 10. Discharge currents measured on ring coupon for a single event with
1nF external capacitance and a background pressure of 5×10 -8 torr.
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Fig. 12. Velocity distribution of current density J for a single event with 1nF
external capacitance and a background pressure of 5×10 -8 torr, where the
magnitudes are normalized to the peak of the radial distribution at each time.
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Fig. 13. Langmuir probe voltages for an event at 1nF external capacitance and
a background pressure of 5×10-8 torr.

Instead, they may be the result of some type of electromagnetic
coupling, possibly via the medium of a plasma.

Without more events to average away idiosyncratic peak
structure, it is difficult to construct a universal velocity
distribution function. That said, if one excludes the first peak of
the first discharge and adjusts the time scale by a few μs to
optimize the linearity of the second peak velocity, one can
extract a reasonable distribution with a peak around 13km/s.
As shown in Figure 12, this can be fit by a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution with vrms=14.7km/s. The elevated tail in
high velocity is from the end of the first peak in the discharge.
The oscillations at low velocity are due to the third peak.
Interestingly, the suprathermal tail is reduced, if one does not
count the first peak. Perhaps by averaging multiple discharges,
as was done in the previous section, the smaller current density
peaks tend to smooth out, broadening the overall velocity
distribution. It is worth noting that the asymmetry of the
discharge may also alter the shape of the azimuthally averaged
radial distribution functions.

There is a very strong variation in signal magnitude
between the Langmuir probes which seems to evolve over the
course of the discharge. In the present case, the LP signals
persist beyond the blowoff. The sharpest signal spike, which
occurs at the conclusion of the blowoff, has strong distance
dependence. As shown in Figure 14, the peak LP signal, when
plotted on a log-log scale against distance, demonstrates clear
power-law behavior. This can be fit with a slope of -3.72,
similar to that observed by the Langmuir probe array for over a
dozen randomly distributed discharges on the Round Robin
coupon [16]. The mechanism for this scaling is unclear. From a
geometric perspective, isotropically emitted fast electrons
should scale as 1/r2 with distance. The additional radial
dependence may be due to a strong dependence of intensity on
angle (e.g., 1/θ2). Of note, for normal gradient discharges (i.e.,
those with negative initial surface charge), a strong preference
for emission normal to the surface has been observed [23].

H. Langmuir Probe Array
For the final test at low pressure, an array of eight 1.27cm
diameter spherical Langmuir probes were used. A +18V bias
was applied to attract electrons and the resulting instantaneous
current was measured via the voltage across a 1kΩ shunt. The
results are shown in Figure 13, along with the flashover,
blowoff, and neutralization currents for comparison. The
signals are predominantly negative, with a strong, broad peak
at the beginning that appears to align with the blowoff. There
appears to be no delay between the LP signals. This
characteristic is similar to that observed in [5], where the
Langmuir probe signals appeared to be correlated with blowoff
and were attributed to fast electrons. In that case, however, the
blowoff persisted for almost the entire discharge due to a much
larger structure capacitance (33nF). In the present case, there
are two additional sharp negative peaks after the blowoff.
Curiously, these are followed by positive voltage excursions
including a fairly large excursion at the end of the discharge.
Overall current conservation on the coupon suggests these
post-blowoff signals cannot represent significant net outflows
of fast charged particles (with energy greater than 18eV).
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Fig. 14. Peak Langmuir probe voltage versus distance to arc point.
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[16]. In principle, this effect provides an alternate means for
triangulating the location of a discharge.

Since the signal from LP6, the closed LP to the discharge,
does not always dominate, there would appear to be factors
other than distance involved. Perhaps this is related to the
broken azimuthal symmetry observed in the neutralization
currents for this discharge. Interestingly, the signal appears to
be larger for LP3 and LP7, indicating an asymmetry axis that is
orthogonal to the neutralization current asymmetry axis.
IV.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it is shown that, at least for the Kapton
coupon, inverted gradient discharge appears to be a far more
drawn out process than would be suggested by either the
perimeter or plasma bubble models. Instead of a sharp
expanding boundary, within which all surface charge is
immediately neutralized, the data indicate that neutralization
currents and the associated surface potentials are better
expressed as an expanding radial distribution.
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Inverted Gradient ESD Plasma Propagation
•

Simple brushfire model (surface-driven)
– Radially expanding cascade “burns away”
surface charge

•

I (t ) =

Φ2(r)

φ2 ( r )

dQ(r , φ )
v(t )rdφ
∫
dA
φ1 ( r )

Plasma bubble model (cathode-driven)
– Cathode plasma expands at vs=√(Te/mi),
neutralizing interior surfaces

Φ1(r)

– Fast electrons escape plasma front, neutralizing exterior
surfaces

•

Larger velocity=higher induced currents=more damage

•

Singular constant velocity is generally assumed
Not constant in some studies, can vary significantly in value
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2

dQ/dA
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Experiment
Solar Array vs Ring Coupon
Dielectric:
Arc location:
Cathode material:
Observables:

Solar Array

Ring Coupon

"random“ solar cell edge or
interconnect

central electrode

Silicon, Silver (variable)

Aluminum

induced current on linear strings,
Gated ICCD imagery

induced current on rings
orthogonal to wave front

Coverglass

Kapton tape

SOLAR ARRAY STRING

Iinduced
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name

Iinduced
3
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Experimental Setup
GEO Inverted Gradient

Phantom Miro4 High Speed Camera

Trigger
Scopes

Kimball EFG-10
Magnetically-Rastered
Electron Gun
2-Axis Scanning
Trek Probe

HV probe

Langmuir
probes (x8)

Vbias
Current
Probes

1 nF

Harness

5 MΩ

Ring
Coupon

External Circuit

•One active current probe for each radial electrode pair; total current
•Eight ½” Spherical Langmuir Probes
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Results
Typical Discharge

•
•
•

Arc Initiated on R1, followed by blowoff
Onset and cessation of current occurs simultaneously on all rings
Sequential neutralization current peaks from inner to outer rings
1.5
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Results
Neutralization Current

•
•

Decreasing current density with distance
Widening of peak with distance (similar to time of flight expansion)
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Results
Radial Scaling

•

•

For t0,
1/r2 scaling of current density J
with distance

For ttmax,
r2 scaling of current density J
with distance
-8
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Results
Neutralization Current Velocity Distribution Function

•
•

Time-dependent scaling laws are consistent with velocity distribution
function
Current density velocity distribution
For each time t, find the
function for average of 21 events
radial distribution function
1.2
J(r,t), normalized by Jmax(t)
1
Velocity=mean electrode
radius/time
0.8
Best fit: “Kappa” Distribution♠

•
•

(similar to Maxwell-Boltzmann
but with suprathermal tail)
♠

V. M. Vasyliunas, “Low-energy electrons on
the dayside of the magnetosphere,” J.
Geophys. Res., 73, 7519–7523, 1968.
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Results
Relationship between luminescence and current density?

•
Kappa Distribution fit

Luminous intensity radial
distribution shape seems
consistent with current
density distribution shape

Overlay fit uses figure from
* H. Masui et al, IEEE Trans.
Plasma, Vol. 36, No. 5, Oct.
2008.
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Results
First radial moment

•

Truncation of expanding radial current density distribution at the
edge of the coupon shifts the “center of gravity” of current flow
asymptotically rather than linearly towards the maximum radius
35
experiment
log fit
kappa distribution fit

30

•

This “evaporative”
deceleration may affect
some measurements of
propagation
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Results
Surface charge density velocity distribution

•

Integrated average
current density best fit:
-8
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Can derive J, ∆V, E, etc from this empirical function
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Results
Langmuir Probe Array

•
•

Large variation in magnitudes over course of discharge
Power-law scaling of peak value with distance from arc
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Conclusions
•
•

The annular electrode substrate is a useful diagnostic for directly
measuring radially-dependent surface neutralization during ESD
Neutralization on Kapton tape is best described by velocity
distribution function rather than an expanding perimeter
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Onset and cessation of current is nearly simultaneous on all strings
J ~ 1/r2 at the beginning of the discharge
J ~ r2 at the end of the discharge
Peak velocity~12km/s
<r> ~ log(t)
Distribution of luminescence = distribution of current (?)

Surface charge follows empirical eqn:
– Can derive J, ∆V, E, etc
– How is this affected by non-uniform initial surface charge?
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The Future
•
•

Need to understand ESD
propagation mechanism
Ring Coupon 2.0 (constructed):
– Replaceable cathode material
(test of Bohm velocity prediction)
– Replaceable surface material
(e.g. coverglass on Kapton)

•

ICCD imaging (in progress)
– Direct comparison between
luminescence and current
– Spectroscopy of plasma

•

Better plasma probe array
– Refine arc triangulation
– Plasma properties
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Thank you for your attention

*This work supported by The Aerospace Corporation’s
Independent Research and Development program
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Results
Low pressure comparison

•
•

Repeat measurements at 5x10-8 torr (10-20x lower pressure)
One event shown below:
R2 (5.08 cm)
R3 (10.16 cm)
R4 (15.24 cm)
R5 (20.32 cm)
R6 (25.40 cm)
R7 (30.48 cm)
R8 (35.56 cm)
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Similar radial scaling trends observed
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